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Make

Blossom

Make £5 Blossom is part of the Hull Ready project and is introducing
school children in Hull Primary schools to the concepts and the skills
behind running a business by letting them try it for themselves!
Each pupil is given £5 as an initial investment, which they use to start up their own enterprise – working
individually or in groups – based on a business plan they have researched and created themselves.
It’s up to the pupils what they sell, where and when they sell it, to whom, at what price – and how to handle the
competition. Business planning and trading is undertaken, and then the pupils do their final tally, check their
profits, and prepare to present their results.

A Message from
David Laycock
Hull Ready’s Primary Enterprise Programme
continues to go from strength to strength with
more primary schools wanting to get involved and
take part in the £5 Blossom Campaign which we
at St Stephen’s Centre are proud to support and
undertake the Warwick Award for Excellence in
Enterprise Education. What is really pleasing to
see as well, is the support for the programme from
Hull’s business community. Everyone likes to be
associated with success and this is certainly a
highly successful programme.

seeing the young
people excel at
what they do best
“dream dangerously” and
go for it. The enterprise activities that
are delivered will then help the children to explicitly
understand the ‘Big 13’ points that cover the spectrum
of entrepreneurial skills that they will use in school,
business and life in general.
I would also like to thank Mike, Catherine, Jackie and
Charles for inviting St Stephen’s and Hull business
Community to get involved in this exciting programme
and to congratulate Jackie and Charles for receiving
the Queens Award for Enterprise Promotion in April
2009 - I can see many of the young people involved in
this programme gaining similar awards in the future

One of the most rewarding elements of the
programme for me is seeing how the young people
have looked to develop their ideas with the help of
their Business and Enterprise champions and have
fun and their presentations to an invited audience in
April this year clearly showed why they are our future.

As I have said many times, Hull Ready is not about
making every child think about making money, or
owning their own business but to encourage them to
be a little more enterprising in their own thoughts and
attitude.

During the first round of Make £5 Blossom Campaign,
all ten schools paid back their loans of £150 and on
top of that made just over £6,000 in profit between
them that was invested back into the business or to
help the school or international and local charities
such as the Victoria Climbie School in the Ivory Coast

We believe at the St Stephen’s Centre that not
everyone will become an entrepreneur, but everyone
needs to be enterprising and the young people
involved in Make £5 Blossom are certainly that!

There is no doubt that the appeal of this project is that
it is not seen as a bolt-on to the existing curriculum but
is embedded within the normal school timetable and
members of the business community feel supported
by the teachers to get involved; but what’s more is

David Laycock
St Stephen’s Centre Manager
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INSPIRE - Book your place now!
It’s time to get on board now for the next planned Hull
Ready ‘Inspire’ teacher training day which is set for
September 17th 2009.
This is a great opportunity for teachers and heads to get
booked-on for the next round and get an insight into how
enterprise can be easily integrated into their schools’
curriculum.

t
titlemen

se En

Enter pri
n

Team Work
Working together to get the best results

n

Risk Management
Identifying & managing threats and opportunities

n

Negotiating and Influencing
Communicating for win-win solutions

n

Effective Communication
Confidence and skills to communicate with
different people

n

Creativity & Innovation
Imagination, exploration and courage

n

Positive Attitude
Staying optimistic, motivated and energetic

n

Initiative
Willingness, ability and action

n

Organising & Planning
Prioritising tasks and managing time, workload
and finances

n

Problem Solving
Defining, imaging and deciding

n

Leadership
Providing motivation, direction and support for
your team

n

Making Ethical Decisions
How the decisions we make can impact on the lives
of others and the environment

n

Financial Literacy
Budgeting, managing money and understanding
risks

n

Product & Service Design
Well made, functional, desirable and right for
the customer

This fun and enjoyable training day will be looking to create
enterprise champions of everyone that attends so they can
then go back to their schools and look at how they can
embed enterprise into their existing timetables.
Teachers who attended the first Inspire event were able
to identify existing enterprise activities that were already
happening in their curriculum but had not been recognised
as such previously.
The first round back in January saw 18 schools and 26
teachers attend and the feedback suggested a great day
was had by all. Sarah Thurston made the comments: “At
Thorpepark Primary we were lucky enough to be able to
send three teachers, one from KS1 and two from KS2,
to the first Inspire training day. How aptly the day was
named!! We were able to go back to our school and
inspire the rest of the staff.”
Initial interest is already
building for the next
Inspire event as a number
of schools have already
indicated that they want to
be part of the Hull Ready
project and have pre-booked
their places.
Many schools have looked
at or are introducing a more
creative curriculum and
enterprise works really well with
this; the first step for schools
is to book a place, attend the
training day and then take away
some really useful resources
relating to enterprise activities in the classroom.
For more information or to book a place email or call:
Mike Notarantonio, Hull Ready Project Officer
Tel: 07748 436263
michael.notarantonio@hullcc.gov.uk
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Primary Sc
hool

The excitement for us started
when we trudged through the snow on 2nd
February to the Launch of Make £5.00 blossom.
We were thrilled to meet Phil Batty from Force-7 and
soon realised that he was just as excited about the
project as we were. On the bus on the way home the
idea of a Valentine Disco was born.
During Assembly the next day our two representatives
Rio and Robin recounted the event and asked for
suggestions from the other pupils. All pupils were very
keen to take part so we decided that individual groups
or classes could put in a bid for a loan. Not all bids
were accepted. Year 4 were to organise this!
The thirteen skills were discussed and displayed in
the hall along with photographs taken at the launch.
Mike and Phil became regular visitors and everyone
was very keen to tell them what they were doing.
Activities were very varied:
n Valentine’ Disco with chocolate fountain
and millions of fruit kebabs.
n Raffles
n Decorated biscuits/buns
n Key rings/badges/jewellery
n Easter cards
n Chocolate Easter lollies
n Girls Galore sold hair accessories
n Car Wash
n Indian food sale to staff and
neighbours
n Treasure Hunt with refreshments
n Fruit twists
n String game with a prize every time.
n Environmental friendly bags
Children are keen to continue and have written to the
PTFA to ask for stalls at the Summer Fair.

“Taught us cooperation and responsibility” - Daniel

Our total so far is £1,633.54 and the School
Council (class members) are discussing how best
to spend their money!!

“Taught us how to handle money” - Joshua
“Had to take responsibility and think about health
and safety when making Indian food” - Arsalan and
Tabassum

PUPIL COMMENTS
“It was fun decorating the biscuits and having to be
creative with our designs” - William and Thomas
“Everyone joined in and felt part of a team” - William
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“When selling our food to the neighbours, we felt
really great representing our Asian family and school”
- Arsalan and Tabassum
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“I think £5 blossom was good fun. It
taught us responsibility and co-operative skills” Daniel

The
Warwick
Award is
underway!

“I enjoyed making jewellery. I learned how to make
money for things you need” - Calima
“I enjoyed making jewellery because I used my skills
and it made me think more” - Henry
“I was proud of myself when I made jewellery” - Katie

A recent twilight session, hosted by Alderman Cogan
Primary School, saw a gathering of some of the schools
that are working towards the Warwick Award. This is an
excellence in enterprise award and provides a quality
framework through which schools can review, analyse
and develop their enterprise education. The primary
schools that were able to attend were, Alderman
Cogan, Longhill, Rokeby, Victoria Dock, St Nicholas’,
Maybury, St Charles, Holy Name and Paisley.

STAFF COMMENTS
“Children became totally engrossed in the activities”
“It stimulated quiet pupils who do not usually become
involved”
“It was great having links with the community and
children are still talking about enterprise”

Comments from teachers included:
“I feel very motivated, especially realising all the
enterprising activities that the school is doing already.”

OFSTED
“Teachers establish creative links between subjects
so that a range of activities are drawn together
with common focus - for example, in learning about
enterprise”

“Sharing ideas helped, it is useful to know what others
are doing in their schools too.”
“I was a little worried about the levels of paperwork
that might be needed but today’s session relieved that
and also showed me the benefits and motivation for
completing it.”

“The best teaching is characterised by excellent
relationships, with pupils spurred on to achieve by
their teachers’ encouragement. For example, Year
4 pupils carried responsibility for the production of
‘trillions’ of fruit kebabs for the afternoon disco, they
then wrote about it speedily and they counted the
money with diligence.”

“I will now be speaking to all members of staff to help
generate ideas for starting the award.”
Mike Notarantonio said
“I think the Warwick
Award is the part of the
Hull Ready Project that
most teachers thought
would be the most
difficult but today’s
session has made
everyone realise it is
very achievable and
everyone seems a
lot more confident
about it.”

“The Make £5 Blossom project has made a lasting
impact on the school. The enterprise skills will
continue through the creative curriculum and we
make new friends. Thank
you for
inviting St
Nicholas
Primary to
take part.”
- B.ATurner
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Children
Celebrating
their success
Reel Cinema and St Stephen’s Shopping Centre
hosted a special event on Thursday 30 April at 10am
celebrating the first success stories of the awardwinning ‘Make £5 Blossom’ scheme in Hull.
St Stephen’s has been working in partnership with Hull
City Council on the unique scheme since February
2009. Funded by the Young People’s Enterprise Forum,
it is designed to help primary school children develop
enterprise, entrepreneurship and business skills for the
future.
Hull was specifically chosen to be the second area in the
UK to take part in the project, which is being implemented
in partnership with Rotherham Metropolitan Council. It
works by giving a class of primary school children £5 each,
who then work with an appointed business mentor to
develop their own enterprising ideas to make a profit from
the money.
St Stephen’s facilitated the project by providing loans
of £150 to each school taking part. St Stephen’s centre
manager David Laycock recruited retailers from around
the city to become enterprise champions and has worked
closely with Hull City Council throughout the project. The
loans have been continually re-invested into the scheme
so that it can be extended to give the opportunity to more
schools in the area.
Reel Cinema will be hosting Thursday’s celebration event
which will feature presentations from the pupils, teachers
and retailers involved in the first round of Make £5
Blossom. Mystery guests will also be speaking throughout
the presentation and presenting gifts to some of the
participants in this innovative scheme.
Councillor Christine Randall, deputy leader at Hull City
Council, said: “One of the most rewarding elements of the
programme for me is seeing how the young people have
developed their ideas with the help of their Business and
Enterprise champions and are looking to invest their profits
either back into the business or to help the school or local
charities after paying back their loans.”
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St Stephen’s centre manager, David
Laycock, said: “We are absolutely delighted to be involved
in the Make £5 Blossom project. This breakthrough scheme
will have a great impact on inspiring children in our city and
improving the business and enterprise skills of the next
generation. I am very proud that St Stephen’s has been
able to facilitate this project.”

The CEI Award
for Excellence in
Enterprise Education

Graham Jenkinson from Jenko Ltd is one of the business
mentors working with the schools taking part. He said: “I
have really enjoyed helping the children at Victoria Dock
Primary develop their ideas over the last few months and
truly think that this can be a ground-breaking initiative in
our schools. The Make £5 Blossom launch in February was
excellent and it was not long before the school introduced
some of the activities to the rest of the class a couple of
days later. The children are ‘chomping at the bit’ to get
started with their businesses... it was a very interesting
journey and one worth while getting
involved in.”

Hull Ready is pleased to establish
a partnership with the University
of Warwick who are international
leaders in the development
and promotion of
enterprise education
The City of Hull has agreed
to enable up to 50 primary schools
to be able to go free of charge
through the assessment in order
that they can achieve the Award for
Excellence in Enterprise Education.
This award provides a quality framework through
which our primary schools can review, analyse and
develop their enterprise education.
The quality framework guides schools through
self-review in 5 key areas:
n initial comprehensive audit of enterprise learning
across the curriculum
n assessment of school management commitment
to enterprise learning
n planning and coordination of enterprise activity
n organisation and delivery of the
enterprise curriculum
n evaluation processes used by
the school.
As part of encouraging schools
to undertake the Award for
Excellence in Enterprise
Education the John
Cracknell Youth
Enterprise Bank has agreed to
give the first ten schools that achieve it
£150 so they can further develop their
enterprising ideas with their pupils
– It’s not just about paperwork it’s
about celebrating what our primary
schools are already doing.

Mail News and Media
are pleased to support
Hull’s campaign to
support its enterprising
young people
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Hull Ready is fund
ed
by Yorkshire Forw
ard,
YPEF, Hull City C
ouncil,
Rotherham Metro
politan
Borough Council,
St.
Stephen’s Centre
and
the John Crackne
ll
Youth Enterprise
Bank.

Hull Ready
Suite 6, The Lowgate Centre,
76-78 Lowgate, Hull. HU1 1HP
Tel: +44 (0) 1482 318327
Web: www.youthenterprise.co.uk
www.youthenterprise-hull.co.uk
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